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Twenty veers is too long
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INSIDE:
Twenty years of the British Army 
in the North - Turn to pages 6 & 7
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But the nature of the Northern state 
engenders politics based on com
munity rather titan class. Indeed, the 
state itself was devised precisely as an 
expression of one community identity. 
So the possibility of a fight-back on a 
class basis—even by relatively well- 
organised groups like the shipyard 
workers or at Shorts—is enormously 
weakened.

The feeling of being at one with 
the state, of necessarily being loyal 
to the state, has debilitated the 
Protestant section of the working 
class for generations.

Defence of the Northern state, or 
support for the forces physically de
fending it, is not in the interests of any 
section of the Irish working class.

Workers in the South should be in 
the vanguard of the campaign for 
Troops Out.

It’s obvious that the ruling class 
in the South—notwithstanding oc
casional flurries of republican 
rhetoric—is totally in favour of the 
troops staying. The continued ex
istence of their own decrepit state 
would be put in question by a Brit
ish withdrawal.

And the Southern state, too, has 
armed itself with ever more repressive 
laws in its efforts to smash opposition 
to the Northern state: no-jury courts, 
state censorship, the Offences Against 
the State Act, etc—measures which 
can be and have been used against the 
working class movement and which 
certainly constitute a formidable 
barrier against the advance of the 
working class in the future.

Those like tire Workers’ Party and 
the Labour leadership who support 
these measures—because they support 
what has to be done to defend the 
“constitutional position”—are 
acquiescing in the re-arming of the 
capitalist state which they make such a 
to-do about opposing.

The SWM doesn’t believe for a 
moment that “Brits Out” is an ad
equate policy on the North. We are not 
nationalists. Far from it.

But we do say that Brits Out is a 
necessary element in the socialist 
programme which alone can lead 
towards a solution in the working 
class interest.
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TWENTY years after the 
arrival of British troops it’s 
clear that their role has been 
to shore up an irreformable 
state, not to bring about a 
democratic solution.

Throughout the period of their 
presence, the British government 
would ideally have wanted reform. 
Indeed, in the autumn of ’69 the 

' Labour government envisaged a 
swift series of measures to 
eliminate discrimination and then 
military withdrawal.

This didn’t happen because the 
machinery of the Northern state 
proved incapable of implementing 
reform. It turned out that the price of 
democracy would be the dismantling

■ of the state and no British government 
i has been willing to contemplate that 
| —because to dismantle the state 
| would be to destabilise the entire 
I island and put the capitalist system 
i itself in dire jeopardy.
| Thus the British Army in the 

North holds together a state in 
which working class Catholics and 

I Protestants are divided from one 
another, with the Catholics 
shouldering the bigger burden of 
misery.

Every index of deprivation shows 
that the relative position of Catholics 
is as bad now as it was when the 
troops came in. This is the reason tens 
of thousands of Catholic working class 
people support the Provos.

All, the blether about “intimid- 
a*io"” ®r0IP the right-wing press and 
the likes of the Workers’ Party can’t 
conceal tliis stark fact—that it’s op- 
pression which provides the basis for 
armed struggle.

■ Within tliis permanently distorted 
system Hie Protestant working class, 
too, loses out. Although marginally 
better off than their Catholic brothere 
and sisters, their wages and conditions 
are worse than those prevailing across

| the water. Some specific areas—the 
Lower Shankill, for example—are 
among the most deprived in these 
islands.
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Striking miners give Gorbachev a headache

Miners ilgiit East ana west

HARASSED

“My father", Linda said, 
“was hurt two years ago; 
his arm was shattered and 
half his face ripped off by 
a conveyor belt accident.
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Rape: should 
the courts 
get tougher?

_____■ —useu an 
act of violence—can be 
ended through the threat of 
violence. It shifts the blame 
for rape away from the 
Social

in the shops. One of the 
main demands of the 
Siberian and Ukranian 
miners strikes was for 
sausages and fresh meat. 
There are also notorious 
shortages of simple things 
like toothpaste.
■In Kuzbass, the miners 
raised the slogan "for 
clean air”. The levels of 
pollution in the USSR are 
immense as the 
bureaucrats spend little of 
workers safety.

The strikes in the USSR 
have been the biggest 
since the crackdown by 
Stalin in the 1920s. 
Significantly, the mines in 
the Vortuka region where 
Stalin deported 
revolutionary socialists 
and other political 
prisoners, were closed by 
the strike.

The strikes have begun 
to wipe away the trendy 
image of Gorbachev. He 
threatened the miners with 
force if they did not 
concede. The stage is not 
set for the rise of 
independent unions and a 
massive workers upsurge 
against the state capitalist 
rulers of the East.

All of which shows the 
reality of the SWM slogan: 
Neither Washington nor 
Moscow, but International 
Socialism.

eiecnun m *»■» .. 
Party TDs to the Dall to get 
rid of them.

They hope that the new 
unions SIPTU will be 
completely In the hands of 
the likes of Billy Attley and 
John Carroll.

Socialists everywhere 
should defend the

Nor are the Greens opposed 
to the EEC as such, “lust the 
Single European Act .

But the Single European 
Act was just a formality to 
legitimise what the EEC is 
anyway, the build-up of a 
military-industrial complex to 
compete with the USA and 
Japan.

It is no longer possible to 
say you accept the economic 
set up but not the military side 
of things.

The two have become in
separable.

MINERS IN the US and 
the USSR have 
launched massive 
strikes.

In doing so they have They promised him health 
care for life, and then took 
away his medical card.”

In the “land of the free”, 
strikers have to face the 
full brunt of the powerful 
US state.

2,500 miners and their 
familiies and supporters 
have been arrested since 
the strike began. Many 
have been jailed.

The strikers are also 
strike began on 5 April and harassed by Pitson’s 

private police force, Vance 
International. Pickets now 
dress in camouflage to 

video cameras.
In the USSR, the strikes 

have shown the appalling 
conditions for miners in 
this "workers state”. 
■Miners are not paid 
travelling time to get to the 

i 
mean travelling for up to 2

■Although among one of 
the higher paid groups in 
the USSR, the miners see 
that there are few supplies

------------------ — —wwaUUOUJ [ 

should be very clear about < 
what lies behind the Greens j 
claim to offer a new radical , 
solution to politics.

From what we have seen so about it? 
far, there is nothing new or 
radical, but simply the same 
old middle class individual
ism, at the bottom of Green 
Party politics.

—CATHERINE CURRAN

That was what the Boun
dary Commission set up by 
the British state intended.

So being radical really 
means: ' '
and it’s tough luck for the 
downtrodden Catholic min
ority.

COMPUEX

EVERY day brings fresh 
news of how capitalism 
Is damaging the en
vironment.

Conditions under 
which people live and 
work come low on the 
priorities In the rush for 
profits which threatens 
even the whole future of 
the planet.

Widespread anger and 
concern resulted in the elec
tion of Roger Garland for the 
Green Party in June’s elec
tion.

So what are the Greens 
prepared to do about it or 
indeed any cr 
issues they are confronted 
with.

exposed up the 
hypocrisy of their own 
rulers. Bush and 
Gorbachev show great 
concern for the rights of 
workers in other 
countries.

But the miners strikes 
have shown the horrific 
conditions workers have 
to face in both the East 
and West.

In the US miners are 
fighting against the 
Pittston Coal Group in 
southwest Virginia. The

the company is 
determined to break the 
Union of Mine Workers.

The Pittston Coal Group prevent identification by 
demanded new wage cuts J----------------
and longer hours from the 
miners. They want to 
enforce Sunday working 
and cut spending on 
health and safety.

The vicious attitude of 
the company towards the coal face. This can often 
miners health was t " „ '
explained by Linda Addair, hours underground, 
a member of the women’s ■
support group, the 
Daughters of Mother 
Jones.

For a start, Roger Garland 
would claim to be neither 
left-wing or right, but radical.

What this actually means 
becomes increasingly clear as 
the Greens are forced to leave 
the moral high ground and 
take a stand on day-to-day 
political issues.

Such as voting for 
Taoiseach.

In the event, the right voted 
for Haughey or Dukes, the left 
voted for Spring, but Garland 
preferred to sit on the fence.

Garland may not have 
supported Haughey but he 
certainly didn’t oppose him. 

uu auvu, It M. It would seem logical that if 
of the political you objected to what someone 
are confronted had done in power, you would 

attempt to thwart their efforts 
to regain it.

F] Not so.
; J Garland’s position actually
■ | made it easier for Haughey.

In a situation like that you 
have to side with the left— 
however critically—against 
the right.

On the question of extra
dition, his position is as 
right-wing as that of Haughey.

In an interview with the 
Irish Times, the Green’s 
leader said he wanted to see 
the establishment of a prima 
facie case before people were 
extradited.

In other words, extradition 
is okay if they might be 
guilty.

This represents support for 
extradition and nothing else.

On the question of the 
North itself, the Greens call 
for the replacement of the 
British Army with a neutral 
peacekeeping force.

But no army is ever neutral. 
Nor can any state simply be 
reformed. It must be smashed 
decisively.

This us why any suggestion 
of a constitutional reform in 
Northern Ireland is nonsense.

The Greens support the idea 
of a “preferendum” to decide 
the constitutional future of the 
region; to find “the least of
fensive option to the greatest 
number of people”.

But the situation as it stands 
at the moment is the “least 
offensive” to the electoral

ns Victimised
THE DECISION of the ' 5 
ITGWU executive to 
sack Workers Party 
TDs, Eamonn Gilmore 
and Pat Rabbitte is a 
disgrace.

The unions have 
traditionally 
campaigned for the right 
of workers to political : 
representation. tS

But now the right wing Labour Party supporters in "IS 
the ITGWU are using the ------—
election of the Workers Workers Party against 
—u.^rWMaiAnaiitodet these attacks.

But they should realise 
that the matter can not be 
divorced from the overall 
lack of democracy in the 
unions. Tragically Workers 
party supporters have 
gone along with these 
practices In the past.

ON the night Of to understand why, one 
?^?w7maanwa5
severely^beaten and “>***
sexually assaulted in y’
Dublin bv army The courts are not neutral 
sergeant Paul Downey. J-J*-

When the case was fi'STfS™. 
brought to court in status quo, not fundament- 
1988, Downey pleaded ally challenge it. Any 
guilty and was ordered attempt therefore to tackle 
to pay the woman the oppression of women by 
£ 5,0 0 0 In increasing the repressive 
compensation. apparatus of the. stute

Anv more severe t“rough the courts has 
support the status quo, punishment was rejected by a ^ays *’ackfire<l.

’s ton ah luck for the :..J-------**- A good example Of this IS
a law passed in Britain 
against kerb-crawling in 
1985. It’s original intention

----- — -

Lart month the case was ,n prac?ce the legislation 

complete the payments. es’
This is a typical example Secondly, calls for higher 

of how women are treated sentences play into the 
by the courts in cases of hands of the right-wing. The 
rape or sexual assault. The function of the state under 
woman is the one put on capitalism is to oppress, 
trial. The victim’s past keep in order, working class 
history is often brought iip people. Giving that same 
beinj^tf^Pwasaw- Stably6ameaP°YherwU1

For these reasons socialists raped. This kind of blatant ££
sexism is nrevaUnt secnons ot society. To call throughout t£e judicial f°r heavier sentences always 
system. What can be done “ssumes that rape—itself an 
..... .act of violence—can be 

The "most common
solution given By the maj- for rane aw.ov tv bla,Pe 
ority of the left is to give the social condftiX the 
courts greater power to rfee torane^nT !!,atJ?'ve 
crack down on rapists. This the blame nT
is not the answer. In order individual. °,e,y °n the

the judge on the grounds 
that a prison record would 
ruin Downey’s career.

The defence s case was yygc fo ston men harrassino 
built around the allegation " massing

___ _ MLAC |J1 Clt 
looking for prostitutes. But 
in practice the legislation 
was used as another means
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Haugheys
Coalition
of them

INFLATION

Come
of it,
Nell

1

Nell McCafferty
Thatcher for putting down 
all the assembled French 
and other men celebrating 
the French Revolution, not 
because most of the polit
icians gathered in Paris 
were far from supporting 
liberty, equality and 
fraternity, but because they

nell McCafferty is 
becoming a warning to 
us all of what can 
happen to a—once 
militant—socialist who 
loses the head over 
radical feminism.

In her latest piece in 
In Dublin she first 
slags off RTE voice
over commentators, 
not for their boring 
blandness, but for 
being men.

Maybe she has a point 
here and RTE is being 
discriminatory against 
women in its staffing poli
cies (apart from also being 
discriminatory against 
working class voice-overs, 
whether male or female).

But she goes on to sing the 
praises of Margaret

As a result Fianna Fail con
sistently won the votes of 
workers.

The illusions in Fianna Fail, 
however, have also been 
fostered by sections of the 
Left.

A strong tradition emerged 
of looking on Fianna Fail as 
the “progressive” section of 
the capitalist class.

They were supposed to be a 
populist party that could either 
tilt towards the working class 
or the rich.

It depended on who won 
their ear.

These views underlay the 
disgraceful agreement that the 
ICTU concluded with Fianna 
Fail in the Programme for 
National Recovery.

By collaborating with 
Fianna Fail in running down 
the public sector, they hoped to 
tilt Fianna Fail away from the 
openly Thatcherite politics 
represented by the Progressive 
Democrats.

The same argument underlay 
the call by the tiny but influen
tial Communist party for

SOUTHERN IRISH 
politics has entered a 
watershed with the 
formation of a Fianna 
Fail/Progressive 
Democrat Coalition.

A vague pro-worker 
sentiment has always 
hung about Fianna Fail.

Fianna Fail fought to 
establish the sovereignty of 
the 26 county state against 
thepressure of Britain.

Ever since the 1930s, they 
linked the fight for 
sovereignty to the need to 
industrialise and develop the 
South.

Workers saw Fianna Fail as 
an “expansionist” party . 
Fianna Fail themselves 
claimed to be working for 
* ‘rising tide to lift all boats .

One result of this is that 
many of the meagre welfare 
provisions in the South—free 
education, free hospitalisation, 
increased social welfare 
payments—came in under 
Fianna Fail.

In the next period it is vital 
for revolutionary socialists to 
put the policies and record of 
these parties to the test.

The response of the Labour 
Party and the Workers Party to 
two events in the near future 
should be subject to close 
scrutiny.

First, in six months time 
there will be a special ICTU 
conference to decide the 
union’s attitude towards the 
Programme for National 
Recovery.

were men, celebrating the 
Rights of Man.

“Good woman, Maggie,” 
she says.

“Don’t let the bastards 
get you down. As if they 
could.”

She then says how 
Thatcher “gets up the noses 
of the male left in her 
country, commendably it 
seems, for example Denis 
Healy of the Labour Party.

What about the female 
left, whether reformist or 
revolutionary, or all the 
thousands and millions of 
other working class women 
whose noses she gets up? No 
mention is made of them.

She continues by slagging 
off the Irish Labour Party 
and Workers’ Party, not on 
the fully justifiable grounds 
of the lousy opportunist re

workers to give their second 
preference votes to Fianna Fail 
m 1987.

Yet when it came to 
aftermath of the recent general 
election Fianna Fail had not 
the slightest difficulty in 
establishing a coalition the 
‘‘newright’’in the Progressive 
Democrats.

Their programmes were 
identical.

The only delay was caused 
by the miserable haggling 
about the number of cabinet 
seat available to the Pro
gressive Democrats.

The formation of a coalition 
of the rich opens further 
opportunities for the arrival of 
class politics in the South. 
During the election campaign 
itself a clear Left/ Right divide 
emerged.

Despite Fine Gael’s efforts 
to play the role of an oppo
sition party, class politics will 
grow m the South.

The immediate beneficiaries 
will be the Labour Party and 
the Workers Party.

National Recovery could have 
a major impact.

Second, mid August sees the 
20th anniversary of the British 
Army coming to Northern 
Ireland.

Both the Labour Party and 
the Workers Party have spent 
vast energies in denouncing the 
activities of the IRA.

But the question remains for 
all their supporters: do they 
favour the continued presance
of the British Army in this 
country ? Do they see 
Thatcher’s army as a neutral 
peacekeeping force?

Labour Party and Workers 
Party supporters who see a 
need to mount a campaign for 
the withdrawal of the British 
army—a campaign endorsed 
by every leading Left Labour 
figure in Britain itself—should 
be organising to take part in 
the National Demonstration on 
August 19th.

They should also be calling 
into question the attitude of 
their party leaders in support
ing th4 repression inflicted by 
the British army.

formism of its leaders, but 
because their TDs are 
nearly all men—all the time, 
as she says, becoming more 
and more enraged.

At last, however, “this 
savage breast was soothed 
by the sight of Mary 
Harney”.

Right-wing she may be, 
says Nell, but she had the 
politicians falling into line 
like schoolboys behind her 
sensible suggestion for a 
coalition.

Harney to the rescue—it 
doesn’t matter, it seems, 
what dreadful politics she 
may have as long as she’s a 
woman.
What a swamp of confused 
and reactionary ideas for a 
brave fighter to have fallen 
into! Come off it, Nell.

The wage rises under this 
three year deal are already 
falling behind inflation.

The question is will the Left 
parties give a lead in throwing 
off this rotten deal.

Both the Labour Party and 
the Workers Party have 
countless trade union officials 
and activists in their ranks.

A clear call from De Rossa 
or Spring for the Left to unite 
in action to mount a campaign 
to break the Programme for

Zj
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win any seats where they ran

ler’s visit to Poland

republic

off

 union leaders.

jpport among rank 
‘ " hdarity members.
So in the end he sat back

newly elected parhament that 
contained all the new oppo
sition members, he declared 
that he wasn’t going to 
“flagellate” himself over the 
coup

markets will mean further

as “uneconomic” plants are. 
closed and jobs cut, and prices 
are allowed to rise to their 
“natural” levels.

Traditionally, price rises, 
especially on food, have been

■

involved in those disputes as 
well as the campaigns to have 
Solidarity legalised, which 
when it came caused much 
more excitement among 
ordinary people than the 
elections.

In struggle there is no 
question about the new 
party’s commitment to the 
working class.

But their practise is not 
matched by their ideas, which 
often accept some of the 
arguments about the market 
and the blessings of par-

Nevertheless the fact that at

have to impose “unpopular 
but necessary” measures in 
order to save the Polish 11 saYs: 

those in Soliclarity prepared economy, something which

-----------ly any  
•Lev didn’t have tol

Several leading intellectuals 
in Solidarity, including Jacek

workers’ struggles in have argued that Solidarity
.... . u ---_— own

government but leave the

^giss^8^! jp Qpj$|S poia
JOSH

to introduce “economic re
forms”.—ie the market.

By the end of 1987 the idea 
of an “anti-crisis pact”, a 
form of social contract, was 
dominant in the movement.

The union would keep a lid Kuron and Adam Michnik, 
on ’—1-----‘------ O
return for some political should propose its 
reforms. f ’ ’ ’

>wers has been used the party.
Walesa rejected this plan, 

not because he was opposed 
to collaboration but because 
he understood that a

Gorbachev has encouraged
-- -----------c. JIS llv a ““““J VJ U1C „„,,.v- ----—, uiviie Ulan r -----  
bureaucracy to build a broader Solidarity government would bureaucracy and for workers’ ^ymmg else, explains the aU socialists.

and shows the real Poland’s rulers

needs some way of in
corporating the leadership of 
Solidarity into the system, to 
prevent a recurrence of the 
early Solidarity explosion.

And here we have another 
reason why the General was 
ready to talk; namely changes 
within the opposition since 
the coup.

In the years after the coup to listen to him to exercise would almost surely”destroy 
the majority of Solidarity’s constraint. Walesa’s support among rank
leadership and members During his visit to Poland, and file Solidarity members, 
drew the right wing con- Bush was lavish in his praise So in the end he sat back 
elusion that Solidarity for the General and is and supported Jaruzelski for 
should never threaten the believed to have tried to sway president and made it clear 

Walesa in favour of the that Solidarity would be the 
General’s candidacy, some- loyal opposition, 
thing Walesa eventually 111C lUtad VI 1LUUU1V K/XUOU '• J

intellectuals came to dominate accepted. ... . luivta wvivumu VYaicaa a
 : The general election results nationalism because for him

created a major crisis for the * ‘national reconciliation’ ’
They hoped to reform the ruling party. means the workers makint

/ ••------ j Their candidates failed to sacrifices in the “national

Si

more than
mig eise, explains the

urgency behind the round o 1U1C15 on uio
table talks and shows the real support of union leaders 

x --------- — way forward in Poland. rather than open -repressionit says: The regime was terrified creates new opportunities and
“We are aware that achie- that repression wouldn’t be
ring these goals can involve enough and so like any other dangers for Polish socialists- 
open conflict with the power ruling class sought to make a Q6n one hand it opens a 
apparatus and judicial deal with the leaders of the lar„e „ap in which workers 
system of the Polish Peoples movement who were only too ca£ afmie openly about the 
republic ... the right of self ready to compromise. way forward and revo- 
defence is a natural right of R took a long time to con- lutionaries can argue f°r 
workers.” vince the workers to call nW

There is a real basis for the >—*1— *

AFTER ALL the Round 
Table discussions, 
General Jaruzelski, the 
man who led the coup 
in 1981, remains in 
power.

Indeed, he remi s 
on his own terms.

He will be with us for at 
least another six years.

He will have the power 
of veto over parliamentary 
legislation and the right to 
dissolve parliament and 
declare martial law.

In his speech before the 
newly elected parliament that 
contained all the new oppo

going to 
:u over the

_jup.
He continues to defend his 

actions then and even claims 
that they were completely of 
his own design and had 
nothing to do with pressure 
from the Russians.

How then could such an 
inveterate tyrant have agreed 
to Round Table talks at all, to 
the legalising of Solidamosc 
and semi-free election? There 
are a number of reasons: 
Firstly, Poland remains in 
deep economic crisis.

The 39 billion dollar debl 
means that just to pay the 
interest payments, the 
Polish bureaucracy has to 
export much of what is 
produced with the result 
that there are massive 
shortages and inflation 
which is currently running 
at 100 per cent.

The latest panacea of the

■ affairs in hands of lhe party.
He has become increasingly These people have been 

pro-American, pro-market, arguing for some time that 
‘ i - 1 with the rise of Gorbachei
ofallanti-struggle. in Russia> lhe old con.

especially vu iwu, »iav v . He has become a virtual frbntational tactics of
the spark for workers’resist- dictator within Solidarity, Solidarity are misplaced and 
ance in Poland. bro.°*Sin§ no dissent, es- that what is required is an

That is why Jaruzelski ^Huence^fthe two al’.iance.b^ee"^the OPPP’ 
comp wav of in- lne inlIuence ot me two sition nd the reformers in

super po' 
towards the same ends in 
Poland—stability.

Gorbachev has encouraged 
the attempts of the Polish 

base for themselves in 
society.

Bush has put pressure on

’ uaoid wr me LU call Oil ------ -- '-ail CHEUV
That is why the Polish growth of such a party. It is „,e!r action, during which genume revolutionary social

rulers welcome Walesa’s provided by the continuing WaJ683had uncomfortable lsm based on democratic 
. .itionalism because for him level of workers’ militancy in an . unusual (for him) ex workers’ councils

national reconciliation” Poland R!nwnSePf be^g booed and .On *e other hand it makes
means the workers making The defeat of Solidarity in ", ed by angry grouos of a11 the more urgent the 

icrifices in the “national me coup was never a crushing w2I?ers- creation of an open political
 ------------------------------------------------------------------------ The PSP(DR) was heavily alt.ernative to those same

orward and revo- 
forcan argue

the majority of Solidarity-  
leadership and members 
drew the right wing re
clusion that Solids

political power of the 
bureaucracy again.

The ideas of middle class
L.«,.____________
the political side of the 
movement.

They hoped to reform the 
state along Western lines and

Polish bureaucracy
■ .1.. . ha,v ...a- >n

demoralisation among the the middle class that Pinochet
-------- 1----- vf—c .i---------- - ---------- JjJ

Solidarity was thrown back, 
but it wasn’t destroyed, with 
me result that the bureaucracy 

sorts of attacks that would be 
necessary to restore the health 
of their economy.

Indeed 1988 saw two major 
waves of struggle based 
around younger groups of auu ine oiesstngs ot  
workers less affected by the liamentary democracy.
defeat of 1981. Nevertheless the fact that at

In the second wave in least one group of people was
.-. wr i----- -ii?6 APgust> striking Silesian giving out leaflets duringiposition to Walesa within miners inspired workers in Thatcher’s visit to Poland 

ilidanty was the founding of Szczecin, Gdansk and pointing out the hypocrisy of 
the Polish Socialist Party Stalowa Wola to take action ner claiming to defend work- 
Democratic Revolution), in A central ers’ rights .Poland wHle she

The party argues for the end legalisation of Solidarity was denying them in Britain, ofSToffisS^fte ?-^ttO.^a2T„e0

The increasing reliance of
; on the tacit

control instead.
On the question of the state

| Walesa and Bush - pro-market and anti-struggle
J ___ interest” and the bureaucracy as that in Chile in 1973 when

against opposition candidates saying thank you. thousands were butchered,
and hardly any even where If Walesa were successful it The Polish bureaucracy 
they didn’t have tol would mean increasing simply didn’t have the base in

membership of the union as 
they were forced to sit back 
and watch their conditions 
deteriorate. ulc result mat me bureaucracy

 „ Just such a mood of apathy hasn’t been able to make the
The rightward drift of the presidency as well as control would be what old style con- —- ' - -

leadership is symbolised by of the army and foreign servatiyc hacks would feed on
L - — r ■ < " affairs in hands of the party, m their efforts to oust the
“"He has become increasingly These people have been reformers 
pro-American, pro-market, arguing for some time that Fortunately there has 
pro-Pope and most important the rise of Gorbachei b^een a^ounter

collaboration.
The biggest step in the 

development of this left wing 
tn VXT^.1---------- - •.» •
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ECONOMY

DISTORTING

The Contras lost the military 
conflict. .

But they did succeed in 
putting the Sandinistas under 
sufficient pressure to sign the 
Arias “peace” plan.

This called for ceasefires in 
Nicaragua and Guatemala.

It called for amnesties, a halt 
to outside aid for the guerillas 
and ‘a climate of greater demo
cracy’.

It’s central aim is to take 
revolution off the agenda in 
Central America.

It is clear then that much of 
what happens in Nicaragua is 
being dictated by outside 
factors.

But the course of the revo
lution has principally been 
shaped by the politics of the 
Sandinistas.

The FSLN has always said 
that it was not about building a 
workers’ state in Nicaragua.

It has always sought only the 
right to build an independent 
state with a mixed economy free 
from imperialist intervention.

This is confirmed by the con
stitution of November 1986 
which upholds the rights of 
private property and pledges the 
country to a mixed economy.

Protecting the rights of cap
italists is a reflection of the 
Sandinista desire to maintain 
“national unity” and an alliance 
with the ‘ ‘patriotic bourgeois’ ’.

Today private capital 
accounts for two thirds of the 
economy and generates 60 per 
cent of the country’s wealth.

The private sector is the main 
employer, employing four out of 
five workers.

The Sandinista economy is no 
different to that of other Latin 
American countries like Mexico 
and the Dominican Republic.

The state sector in Nicaragua 
is smaller than it was in Al
lende’s Chile, Peron’s Argentina 
or Peru under General Valaso.

In fact, the Sandinistas are 
anxious to ensure the integration 
of Nicaragua into the world 
economy.

When President Daniel 
Ortega addressed a meeting of 
businessmen on a visit to the

In a population of just over 
three million more than 70,000 
people leave the country each 
year in search of work.

Of course it is the case that 
the war against the Contras has 
had a massive distorting effect 
on the economy.

By 1986 half the national 
budget was spent on defence.

The economic and physical 
blockade of the country ensured 
a permanent shortage of basic 
goods, machinery and 
medicines.

JUL Y 19th saw the tenth anniversary of the overthrow of Somoza in 
Nicaragua. SEAN McVEIGH looks at the problems which the Nicaraguan 
Revolution faced, at the politics of the Sandinista government and at the 
prospects for socialism in Central America ten years on.

At the same time it ensured 
that export earnings were cut.

But it is also the case that it 
is Nicaragua’s workers who 
have paid the highest price for 
the war. Between 1980 and 
1983 the real value of wages 
fell by over 30 percent.

Welfare programmes were 
frozen as the government used 
what little money it had for in
vestment in the export sector— 
this meant subsidies for private 
business.

Repeated states of emergency 
removed the right to strike.

In 1985 the government 
introduced the first of a series of 
austerity programmes which cut 
out all food subsidies and de
valued the currency.

In January of this year, the 
latest package of austerity 
measures nearly halved public 
spending and made 35,000 pub
lic employees redundant.

Before deciding on the 
measures, the Sandinistas met 
the representatives of private 
business to get their “ advice on 
how to revive the economy”.

The advice was clearly 
accepted.

United States he was quick to 
assure them that “the 
development model that Nica
ragua peacefully proposes will 
not threaten the national inter
ests of the United States”.

Ten years after the revolution, 
the Nicaraguan economy is in 
deep crisis with hyper-inflation, 
a shortage of foreign exchange 
and a huge national debt.

There are severe shortages in 
consumer goods and even in 
basic necessities like food and 
fuel.

THE FAMILY of An- 
astasio Somoza had 
ruled Nicaragua for forty 
five years.

His dictatorship was 
corrupt and 
murderously brutal.

His regime was over
thrown by a mass movement 
led by the Frente Sandinista 
(FSLN).

It took eighteen months of 
mass insurrection, strikes, 
land occupations and military 
attacks to bring down the 
regime.

The fifty thousand people 
who died in the process testify 
both to the brutality of 
Somoza’s National Guard and to 
the heroism and sacrifice of the 
Sandinista-led opposition.

The blow to US imperialism 
which the the Sandinista 
victory represented was 
welcomed by socialists 
throughout the world.

But the initial response from 
the US was quite ambiguous.

Relations between the Carter 
administration and Somoza had 
been difficult.

Like Panama’s Noriega today, 
Somoza had refused to play by 
the ‘rules’.

His regime’s murder of US 
citizens and its open corruption 
on a huge scale put a strain on 
relations with the US, which 
began to look for a more 
‘respectable’ government for 
Nicaragua.

In February 1979, Carter cut 
all military aid to Somoza and 
so helped weaken the regime.

On 17th July 1979 Somoza 
fled the country.

A coalition government led 
by the FSLN but also including 
“respectable” figures, who 
represented the Nicaraguan cap
italist class, took control of the 
country.

Carter immediately tried to 
influence the new government.

He extended diplomatic 
recognition and granted it eco
nomic aid saying:
“We have a good relationship 
with the new government.

“We hope to better it.
“We are supplying some 

minimum humanitarian aid to 
the Nicaraguan people who 
have suffered so much”

In an attempt to promote the 
position of the right-wing within 
the coalition, Carter arranged an 
aid package of 60,000 tons of 
grain and $75 million in aid.

Ronald Reagan’s inauguration 
to the Americah presidency in 
1981 brought a change in US 
foreign policy and attempts at 
influencing and incorporating 
the Nicaraguan government 
were ditched.

Instead, the US tried to 
isolate and strangle the new 
regime. Starting the Contra s 
terrorist war was central to 
this strategy as was the eco
nomic boycott.

Both put the Sandinista 
regime under a severe strain.

Despite this, gains were made 
in the early years of the 
revolution.

Health care was made avail
able as of right and diseases like 
polio, a consistent killer, were 
eliminated. .

Every child got a 
schooL and by the fifth an
niversary of the revolution illiteracy^had been reduced I to 
less than 3 percent of the 
P°ff‘th "threat from the US

Ortega announced that there 
would be no more national
isation of private property and 
government officials said that 
some state-run businesses would 
be handed back to the private 
sector.

The suffering and removal of 
political rights produced by the 
war were not spread equally.

The middle class and capital
ist class survived comfortably 
despite the mounting misery of 
Nicaragua’s workers.

Business organisations were 
and are allowed to operate under 
fewer restrictions than the trade 
unions, while open supporters of 
the “good old days of Somoza” 
like the Archbishop of Managua 
could operate freely.

But the behaviour of the 
Sandinista government cannot 
be blamed entirely on the war.

Immediately after the 
revolution—when there was not 
war—they made it clear that 
their revolution was nationalist, 
not socialist.

After tire victory of the FSLN 
in July 1979, factories and farms 
were occupied by workers and 
peasants.

But much of this property 
belonged to the ‘patriotic 
bourgeois’.

As far as tire Sandinistas were 
concerned the “violation” of 
this property put “national 
unity” and the support of 
“patriotic” capitalists at risk.

The situation ‘worsened’ (in 
Sandinista eyes) when trade 
unions became involved in the 
occupations and their number 
increased.

In late 1979, a Sandinista 
court ruled that all confiscated 
property not belonging to the 
Somoza family should be re
turned to its "rightful owners”.

The Ministry of Labour then 
outlawed further occupations.

In 1980 striking workers 
demanding wage increases were 
supported by organisations to 
the left of the FSLN—like the 
Communist Party and Workers’ 
Front.

The leadership of these 
organisations were arrested and 
their newspapers closed.

New laws were introduced 
making strikes and occupations 
punishable by imprisonment.

Tlie tragedy is that there was 
an alternative strategy.

A strategy based not on 
nationalism but on revolutionary 
socialism.

Such a marxist strategy would 
reject the capitalists and rich 
landlords of Central America, 
not the struggling workers and 
peasants.

It’s not pie in the sky.
The Sandinista revolution had 

a massive impact on the politics 
of Latin America.

A wave of militancy swept 
through most of Central 
America.

In El Salvador, revolution 
seemed imminent in early 
1980—just six months after 
Somoza had been overthrown.

But the nationalist politics of 
the Sandinistas ensured that they 
distanced themselves from the 
events in El Salvador.

In doing so, they sealed the 
fate of their own revolution— 
because spreading the revo
lution was always the only hope 
of survival for revolutionary 
Nicaragua.

By signing the Arias plan last 
year, they have agreed to abide 
by the rules of the international 
ruling class.

Meanwhile the economics of 
Nicaragua’s survival, the 
scarcity, the poverty and the 
way workers are forced to pay 
the price, will last long after the 
Contras fade away.
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roops came onto the effect 
streets of the North.

On the one hand it’s
said that they were

ations. And it had sent a 
tremour through the 
Southern state as well.

The instability had in
creased steadily over the 
months. In 
“liberal” Unionist Premier

allow a slaughter, and an
nounced that he had asked the 
British government to request 
the United Nations to send tn 
a “peace-keeping" force.

In the meantime, the 
Southern army would set up 
“field hospitals" along the 
border.

The same evening—August 
13th—Chichester-Clarke also

'1
Catholic areas. Four Catholic 
men and a nine-year-old boy, 
Patrick Rooney, were killed' 

Catholic houses were 
burned down in Conway 
Street and Brookfield Street 
Loyalist civilians carrying 
pistols openly associated with 
the RUC. Browning machine 
guns mounted on Shetland 
armoured cars were used by 
the RUC against Catholic 
streets.

The following afternoon, 
the 15th, British troops were 
deployed in Belfast, and sei 
about the construction of a 
“peace-line”. They were 
welcomed in Catholic areas as 
protection against the RUC 
and Loyalist mobs.

On the same evening 
there was large-scale rioting 
in Dublin as protestors 
converged on the British 
embassy.

It subsequently emerged 
that Lynch’s cabinet was ma 
state of near panic, one 
cabinet minister, Kevin 
Boland, arguing for a cross- 
border incursion so as to 
“internationalise” the issue, 
others expressing fears that a 
full-scale massacre of 
Catholics in the North would 
produce such anger in the 
South as to destabilise the 
Southern state.

Five days after the troop 
arrived, on August 19th. 
Chichester-Clarke wa’ 
summoned to Downing Street 
by British Labour Premier 
Harold Wilson. They issued a 
seven-point “Joint 
Declaration”. „

Eight days later Ho® 
Secretary James Callagl®J 
arrived in the North anj

RUC intervening on the Pro
testant side.

All this had repercussions
in the South. Northern ___________ „„ „,v lull
nationalist leaders, including it seemed that the Specials 
Eddie MacAteer and Gerr? were to be thrown into the 
Fitt, appealed publicly to fray.
Taoiseach Jack Lynch to put It was at this point that a 
pressure on the British C"-------- r -■ - - 1
government to intervene and WaieTVwn'Re"?7 °! force the RUC to behave marched foto the^1^ 
impartially.

This was the build-up to the

- , Catholic areas were in great 
raisieyiie i<uu« Hanger
with growing stridency that oange.
the civil rights activities be ••coulTSmsurnf by-’and 
put down. . . -_j —

As the Orange marching 
season got into full swing in 
July there were increasingly 
violent clashes, many 
associated with Orange pro
cessions through Catholic 
areas. In a number of inst
ances, the RUC baton-charged 
Catholics to clear a path for 
the Orange demonstrations.

In one such baton-charge, ---- ------------ 7---- ,
in Dungiven on July 13th, broadcast, announcing that the 
" -------- B Specials were being

mobilised.
The following morning 

8,500 B Specials were 
ordered to report for duty.

Fighting continued all day 
in Derry. By late afternoon 
tlie RUC had been beaten out

■MM

L *

Jatholic minority, 
tnder attack I 
supporters of the 
Northern state.

On the other, it’s claimed 
Ihat their task was to back 
up the forces of the North
ern state and to suppress 
Catholics who were 
demanding civil rights.
I The reason this argument 
fcas never been resolved is 
that, up to a point, both sides 
»re right.

I The Ire

I Catholics to clear a path for 
•jfl the Orange demonstrations.

In one such baton-charge, 

•-I 66-year-old Francie 
L.7 McCloskey was killed—the 
S j first person to die in the

I current Troubles. In the first 
fortnight of August there was 

k ■ ; nightly violence in Belfast, 
usually taking the form of 

clashes between Catholic and ____________
id Protestant youths with the of the Bogside and into the 

" centre of the town. A large 
force of Specials gathered 
behind the RUC lines. With 
toe RUC literally on the run,

Eddie MacAteer and Gerry were to be thrown into'the 

It was at this point that a 
companyof thePrince of 

miwchedfnto-ihe^^'c^e 
and threw a barricade across 

15,000-strong Appremice Bogride" Th^RUC0

When clashes began be ° 
THERE’S been an quickly became clear that Unionist Party itself. William tween marchers and vounv
w^nTy"years’1^ow BROACH
wenty years iiuw In holding the state together, cabinet ministers including the Catholics intn Jr
ibOUt Why the British therefore, the British troops in Chichester-Clarke and Brian Bogside ° tae
----------------------- were ensuring that Faulkner had been trying to Thev were fnllnwoa 

Catholic second-class balance between the. different .... . owed into
citizenship continued.

By August 1969 the civil 
rights campaign which had beat Faulkner by one vote to 

sent to protect the erupted the previous replace O’Neill as premier, 
autumn had shaken the Paisley said that he’d support 

by Northern state to its found- him “for as long as he doesn’t

a great defeat for X D 15 clear. 
viXtyfor^h^itisa First, the troops

That 2 ' defend toe Northern state J®

westTelfos? aff -d
'^ood.

Jack Lvneh __ anWaUf m‘ particularlv th treatment and freedom ” [)C

thesePtwo aims wet 

~ —- .00 . liverequality within I'11'

quickly became clear that Unionist Party itself. William 
Catholics couldn't get a fair Craig led a far-Right faction 
deal within the Northern state, on the back benches, and 
In holding the state together, cabinet ministers including

ensuring that Faulkner had been trying to 
-------j -1 balance between the (Efferent 

groups.
When Chichester-Clarke 

beat Faulkner by one vote to 
replace O’Neill as premier, 
Paisley said that he’d support 

stray from the^principles of 
traditional Unionism .

The civil rights movement 
was i
Hume and Cdrrie said that dramatic “e’ffe^t Dadra 
Chichester-Clarke should be Dungannon Cnais.’i ,u “given a chance”, while rad- Newry Strafo.nlland’ 

Terence O’Neill had resigned, icals such as Bernadette Dungiven, RUC 6 and 
Celebration bonfires were lit Devlin argued that the only attacked bv 
on the Shankill Road and Ian hope of change was by keep- ---- J' ■
Paisley held a ‘ ‘Thanksgiving ingup the pressure.
Service”. Between April and August

v. O’Neill had been under 1969 there was a series ol
The troops were sent in to pressure to concede some ol civil rights demonstrations 

llrt fKzk NT^—.K T — 1 11 —1__1_A_ J________11. t ° t . .
X — ' ——UIMIV, ■■ ■ XXJW VX V MX XX^XX.M XXVlllUiO• L/UL 

^erto_do that they first had the Paisleyites had warned 
___j that they’d topple him if any 

of Catholics, part- concessions were made.
And the Paisleyites had 

strong support inside the

... jrea
marchers, many still wear- this extent 7 B°gside”. To 

who welcomed arrival

h'seP,:rJ'.np'’^"“'«:
i- ..t “ i- ------ The events in Derry shown nati°nalist traditT? 1 m Communique”. TJ1

split. Loyalists led by widely on televisi™’ hPT? welcome British 77;!?? to . The two documents set

April the Chichester-Clarke should be Dungannon

O’Neill had been under

»SR^s^onsw^ 
outraged by the RU^Sst 
assault on the Bogride ‘

I w^S!’j? north - -

Up the Northern state. In the civil rights demands, but and marches, with the r 721:5,5™® uuder attack bv 
to do that thev first had thf» PaidAvit#>c had uramo/) “moderates” dithering about Ja 1c t

r which ones to support. broadcasifrom a TV
At the same time there that the Stormont saying

was a non-stop succession of was no* l™ea'
Orange marches and control^ of events

1 stop the threatened 
assacre < ' 
ularly in Belfast.
After that, however, it fairly
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iple—triggers an upsurge 
itionalist emotion in the

COMMUNITIES

______________________  ' I

J.r IS

This pattern has repeated 
itself ever since.

the struggle for socialism that **"" •<—.---- . _ can
be solved.

no desire to press for incorporation of the Six 
Counties within their state.

If the sectarian state is to be smashed and the 
British are to withdraw it will only be the result of a 
mass struggle.

of a united Ireland.
None of this is to say that the removal of British

Qpe -

whether on their own or 
together with their 
equivalents from the 
South, have been utterly 
unable to devise a means 
of securing these 
objectives other than by 
brute force.

Given its inherent 
irreformability, holding the 
Northern state together 
has required repeated 
resort to repression.

Britain, and the 
capitalist system 
generally, would risk 
losing Ireland altogether if 
the troops were pulled out.

In the end, that’s the 
main reason they 
resolutely refuse to leave.

And it’s the fundamental 
reason, too, that socialists 
should be in the vanguard 
of the struggle to get them 
out.

THE arrival of British 
troops was a vital 
factor in ensuring the ,

acknowledge defeat by 
“terrorism”. British 
capitalism—indeed 
capitalism generally—has 
an enormous political 
interest in avoiding such a 
development.

Among Britain’s more 
fundamental objectives in 
Ireland are: preservation 
of capitalist property 
relations; the retention of 
the whole island within, 
generally speaking, the 
western sphere of interest; 
and, to the extent that it’s 
possible, political stability.

In theory there’s no 
reason these objectives 
couldn’t be accomplished 
without a British presence. 
In practice, however, it’s 
not possible.

Over the past twenty 
years the best minds of 
the British ruling class,

lawless behaviour of a small 
minority which has taken 
place in Dublin and elsewhere 
m recent days”.

Referring to talk of IRA 
involvement in the North, he 
was forthright. His govern
ment would not tolerate 
“usurpation of their power by 
any group whatsoever”.

Lynch couldn’t have taken 
that tough line if the british 
troops hadn’t appeared.

stability of the South- i 
ern state.

The temporary res
pite which the trooops 
brought to Catholics in 
Belfast dampened 
down the turmoil in 
Dublin.

Lynch was now able to 
concentrate on diplomacy 
and desist from his 
dangerous half-hints about 
direct action.

Foreign Affairs minister 
Patrick Hillery was des
patched to the UN in New 
York where he again raised 
the question of a “peace
keeping force”.

His first statement on 
arrival was that he thought it 
‘ ‘rather unlikely’ ’ that the UN 
would agree.

Rarely has a politician ind
icated so clearly that he 
wasn’t serious about what he 
was suggesting.

Back home, on August 
19th, only six days after 
Lynch’s “We can’t stand 
(idly) by” speech, he felt 
confident enough to turn on 
his own “internal” enemies.

He condemned “the 
wanton destruction of 
property and looting and the

Roonevy'W 
°lic Jown i0 rs
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large-scale rioting 
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Why me British stay
WHAT is Britain’s 
interest in staying on 
in the North?

Profits are no longer 
extracted from the 
North’s economy. On 
the contrary, the North 
is a drain on the 
British exchequer.

The North no longer has 
any real strategic 
S|gnificance.

These were the 
traditional explanations of 
Britain's interest in 
maintaining the link”, and 

they no longer hold.
Nevertheless it’s still 

possible to identify solid 
reasons for Britain's 
determination to stay put.

The most obvious is that 
tor the British ruling class 
10 pull out would be to

^rtttsh~army in the north
WaM there be 
a 'bloodbath’
THE most persistent argument made 
against withdrawing the British troops is 
that there’d be a bloodbath if they left.

The argument is commonly advanced by 
people who want to portray the conflict as 
being between “extremists on both sides ”, 
with the British troops in the middle rep
resenting reason.

The conflict, of course, is far deeper-rooted 
than that, in the colonial history of the country 
and in the Inherently undemocratic nature of the 
Northern state.

However, the argument Is also sometimes ad- 
vanced by people who have no illusions about what 
the British Army stands for, and no love for the Six 
County state, but who genuinely fear that the terrible 
tragedy of Beirut would be re-enacted in Belfast If 
the British troops were pulled out.

The first point that needs to be made Is that sec
tarianism Is the product of, and Is continually re
inforced by, the British occupation.

At the end of the day, whatever their reservations 
and qualms, the British underpin and defend the 
sectarian RUC and UDR. The troops exist to assist 
the civil power In the North. And that power Is the 
Irreformably sectarian Orange statelet.

For so long as the troops remain, the sectarian 
structures of the Northern state and Institutionalised 
discrimination against Catholics which reproduces 
the Paisleylte poison is guaranteed.

The removal of British sovereignty and the 
withdrawal of troops would not automatically make 
"Protestants come to their senses”.

It Is necessary to look at the circumstances which 
would force the withdrawal and the effect that would 
have on the Ideas of masses of Protestants.

Many fear that If the British simply went and the 
North was Incorporated Into the Free State, Inplac- 
able Protestant resistance would result In a fight with 
the Catholics as first target.

It is perfectly plain that the British have no inten-
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Such a struggle could hardly leave Ireland, North 
and South, unchanged. Nor could it leave the parties 
and communities shaped, or mls-shaped, pretty

It is possible for political activists to reshape

The Southern working class holds the key to this 
process.

For the reasons outlined elsewhere in this article, 
revolutionary socialists argue that the campaign for 
Brits Out must involve the mobilisation of the 
Southern working class against the capitalist 
Southern state.

Viewed in this perspective, the united Ireland 
which would be on offer In the aftermath of a British 
withdrawal would not be an extension of the Free 
State over the whole island but a different order of 
society altogether.

This order of society wouldn’t beckon to “the 
Protestants” to come in, but tothe Northern working 
class, in reasonable expectation that the Protestant 
section of the Northern working class would con
sider it preferable to the alternative of sectarian 
chaos.

_______________________ At the very least this would minimise the level of 
the Free State capitalist sectarian violence which would attend the creation 
system which exploits them if '
they line up with their ‘ ‘own’ ’ _ ___
capitalist class in relation to troops must wait until these conditions are In place, 
the North. Whenever they leave, in whatever circumstances, the

It is only in the context of SWM won’t be urging them to delay.
the struggle for socialism that But we do say strongly that the perspective we 
the “national question” can outline here is the best hope we have and the best 

answer to the “bloodbath theory”

In view of this, the repeated

which form Dublin 
ments into a 
nationalist” alliance against much as they are at present.

things In the course of forcing a British withdrawal.

But—-although British tlon of simply leaving. And the Southern rulers have 
brutality and stupidity has - —

Some development in the created stresses and strains— 
North—internment, Bloody never has “security co
Sunday, the hunger strike, for operation’ ’ been abandoned, 
example—triggers an upsurge The Southern government
of nationalist emotion in the needs stability in the North 
South strong enough to create as much as the British 
worry about the stability of government does, 
the state. in view of this, the repeated

The Southern government attempts to recruit the parties 
makes—or threatens to which form Dublin govem- 
make—a diplomatic gesture, ments into a “pan-

the presence of British troops 
is political stupidity of the 
higtiest order.

Any campaign in the South 
for the removal of British 
troops will inevitably come 
into confrontation with the 
forces of the Southern state.

The campaign can only be 
carried forward, therefore, 
if it is based on those ele
ments whose interests aren’t 
served by the preservation 
of the state.

That is to say, the campaign 
in the South for Troops Out 
must be based on the working 
class and aimed against the 
ruling, capitalist class.

The converse is just as true. 
Southern workers will never 
be able to take on and defeat
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VIABILITY

PREJUDICE

a

r ■

F

eaucratic 
600,000

originally to property holding 
males. Universal suffirage was 
forced on capitalism by the

In Britain, for example, the 
Chartists terrified the rich 

class 
le vote

I a

by KIERAN ALLEN
THE GIGANTIC parade in Paris to celebrate the 200th anni-

groups candidates rely on for 
funds.

There is nothing odd about

term elections. In 1976 27 per 
cent of those with an income 
below 10,000 dollars never 
voted. American politics are 
dominated by the Political 
Action Committees—small 
middle class activist pressure

Do socialists defend 
Western democracy?

the parish priest has the last 
word; in the legal system, 
justice is dispensed by un
elected judges drawn exclus
ively from the upper class. On 
no account can democracy 
question the power of capital.

For example in Dublin 
recently, a number of 
building companies made a 
fortune by claiming that 
they were cheated by the 
planning laws. Despite the 
fact that the councillors 
voted not to pay over 
“compensation” to these 
sharks, an unelected man
ager decided to comply with 
the decision of an unelected 
judge.

Thus, even where demo
cracy exists in a limited 
number of capitalist countries 
it is confined to giving the 
population a choice over 
which figureheads will rule 
them. The power to enforce 
“compensation” for capital 
or to order police to attack 
picket lines is still outside the 
control of the mass of people.

Socialist who oppose 
Western democracy, do so 
because they favour a higher 
form of workers’ democracy.

particular form of government 
for its viability.

Historically its representa
tives have raised the cry of 
“Liberty” against feudal 
rulers. But the “Liberty” they 
had in mind was freedom 
from arbitrary state interfer- indirectly, to big busness.

The masses could vote—  . ---- r--------
but the issue posed for debate Soviet democracy when he 
was fixed by the priorities of 
capital. Thus, elections today 
are increasingly fought on a

dictated by rival strategies for 
the capitalism.

Bourgeois democracy is a 
very stunted form of demo-

First, apathy and disinterest 
are encouraged among the 
mass of people. In the vocab
ulary of the Right, there is 
“°aSst”°teha‘edthan^ soviets (WOTkers’ councils) 
insfXon tX!n“ei ? composed of delegates from 
S o 1,1Cal2yt- *eir workplaces who could
Tim Of be immediately recalled.

n-deTCraCy 11131 Edition was buried 
So/fen’ HSf e pre’ by Stalin- Today the heirs of serve ot a taw • J .

Second, the scope of dem- expenmenUn§
ocracy can never be extended 
to affect people’s ordinary

versary of the French Revolution was led by hundreds of 
Chinese students.

It was a symbolic 
gesture on the part of 
the French govern
ment, an attempt to 
suggest that the West 
had much to offer by 
example to those 
fighting for democracy 
in China.

At the root of this idea is a 
powerful argument that has 
surfaced in recent months.

One of the leading right 
wing ideologues in the US, 
Henry Kissenger has claimed 
that there is a “natural fit” 
between a market economy 
and political democracy.

According to this view the 
Chinese explosion occured 
because there was a “mis
match” between the mas
sive growth of the private 
enterprise in China and the 
Stalinist state.

In Poland, sections of Sol
idarity are using the same 
argument to justify reaching 
an accommodation with 
General Jaruzelski. They 
claim that the emergence of a 
parliament in Poland com
pletely outstrips the “natur
al” backwardness of the 
economy.

Before further gains can be 
made more privatisation and 
free market conditions must 
be pushed through. As the 
Communist Party shares the 
same goal it is necessary to 
work alongside them to avoid 
a “China syndrome”.

The view that capitalism 
produces democracy rests on 
a simple argumemt.

The existence of a market 
leads to many different com
panies competing. These in 
turn disperse power 
throughout the system so that 
no grouping can centralise 
control in its hand. The ex- . .
perience of the individual in human rights. does not extend to the right to
choosing between different Yet this is a country form free trade unions. 
commodities leads to a desire where police permission has But it not simply the un- with huge working 
to choose between political to be given when more than derdeveloped world that dik- demonstrations for th< 
alternatives. r . . r------------------------------ w r —-------------

Moreover, the free market together. Tens of thousands capitalism to foster demo- near insurrection in 1848.
cracy' Later in the 1860s, when

his rule are experimenting 
with some of the forms of 
parliamentary democracy.

Like the private capitalist
merged where ora^iUon io Jul, rather than in any be- tion. ne~raiin'g'"cTa7s your govemmSit.......... SpMta^er^SeBM™

“^.badtonghtatiu
these cases the parliamentary In 1970, only 23 per cent of further to win their rights, workplace, the boss has ab- greater protection than naked 
-------  - 1 under-30s participated in mid Significantly, the rich never solute authority; in schools, repression.

ence and freedom to make 
profits.

They championed a fight 
against serfdom but only to 
make way for the “free” 
labourer who was not tied to a narTOW economic programmes 
particular lord and was 
therefore dependent on 
capitalist labour market.

Capitalism granted the vote

every area of society. The males. Universafsuffirage wai requirements. 
------J-------or- forced on capitalism by the

Moy, had a fine record on ean capitalism will tolerate struggles of the working class.

existent for most of the 
world’s population.

P* 
ide

Despite the fantastic attacks 
on “Leninism” waged by 

state machine passed gradu- both the Right and the social

first into the hands of a bur- that type of democracy was 
eaucratic apparatus and, more

natural check against totalit- ited form of democracy has

the dictators threatened to lief that elections will bring

these cases the parliamentary 
structures barely hide a vast

allowed one of the key de
mands of the Chartists: for 
annual parliaments.

The vote was granted in 
Britain under condition of 
imperialist expansion. But the 
model of parliamentary 
democracy contained a num
ber of positive lessons for 
capitalists elsewhere.

Under the impact of uni
versal suffrage the nature of 
parliament itself changed. 
Previously they had been 

«iiyLumg vuu auvui genuine platforms for debate 
this. Capitalism has never re- between different sections of 
lied on democracy or on any the propertied class.

After the entry of the mass 
of workers, control of the 

aily away from parliament, ^™°crats’Jbe flowering of 

seen in the early years after 
the Russian revolution.

Lenin summed up the aim 
-n___ • 1 * . • 4

wrote that
“At all costs we must break 
the old, absurd, savage, des
picable prejudice that only 
the so called ‘upper classes’ 
... are capable of administ- 

■ ering the state. Every rank 
and file worker and peasant 
who can read and write, who 

. ■______________ t

practical experience is cap
able of organisational 
work“.

n u. .u "T Workers were drawn into 
mo, u iuere IS political activity through the more hated than on   . , . J °

“activist” ie someone who

Argentina and El Salvador: democracy?
Private capitalism domin- repressive apparatus, 

ates the globe—and yet In South Korea, for 
democratic rights are^non- example, the military bur- 

.u_ .. params still has
-r-r—vivw.wv military personnel

Kenya, to pick a country under its command. The 
almost at random, is one the Korean CIA has been called a 
African states most praised by “supreme state agency” be- 
the West because of its sup- cause of the manner in which 
port for unbridled free enter- it reaches into almost every 
prise. Thatcher claimed re- c — ■(. “
cently that its president, Arap type'of democracy that K< 

Tio/4 n zxn mam aam.AaIIam. — .211 a__1______

human rights.
Yet this is a country 

where police permission has 
2. \ „ i wnen more than r  .
five people wish to assemble proves the natural tendency of and were put down iter

r  are imprisoned for opposing 
power of the state. Provided Moy. Left parties are ab-
also provides a check on the  
power of the state. Provided Moyare ah' The richest country in the the Trade Union Manhood serve of a licensed few.
the state only deals with pol- solutely banned. world, the US, has one of the Suffrage Association began a >r
fries ana keeps out of civil in the “Newly Industrial- lowest standards of demo- campaign of mass meetings
society there is always a ising Countries a very lim- cracy. Surveys show that which threatened to lead to a . 

those who vote do so out of re-run of Chartist-type agita- lives. It is confined to electing 
..u "iC- tj0n, the ruJjng cjass

J conceded.
T fnnn , oo „ Women had to fight still

under-30s participated in mid Significantly, the rich never

arianism.
The most cursory look at 

the world today will show 
why this argument is thor
oughly false.

%

aj
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■ Dublin Branch 
'< Meets every
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Dungloe Bar, Waterloo
Street

■ Dundalk Branch House Hotel

» J.

A Meets every second ■ For more details 
*Fi incrJnu z-»+ O AA Ito

ATGWU, Francis 
Street
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OFF WITH 
THEIR HEADS

(English) monasteries”.
■ Meanwhile, over at 

Ireland’s other “quality” 
paper, the Sunday Tribune, 
editor Vincent Browne was 
showing off the fact that he 
has just read a book on 
post-structuralism. Or 
perhaps it was a review of a 
book on post-structuralism.

At any rate, Vincent was 
giving out yards about the 
bad language used by the 
French revolutionaries. He 
was struck by the way in 
which “language contributed 
greatly to theexcesses of 

the revolutionary rhetoric had 
apparently “conditioned 
people to the use and 
acceptance of murderous 
violence in real life”.

wvyiiMf: wvlIVIIIIU QIIU pUlIllUUl 
equality for women. We fight for free contraception, abortion on 
demand and the right to divorce. We oppose all discrimination 
against gays and lesbians. We stand for secular control of 
hospitals and schools. We fight for the complete separation of 
church and state.

FOR A FIGHT IN THE UNIONS
Trade unions exist to protect workers’ Interests under capitalism. 
The role of trade union leaders is to negotiate with bosses over 
workers’ position within capitalism. To destroy capitalism, we 
need a rank and file movement in the unions separate from the 
leaderships and fighting for workers’ inteiesis regardless of the 
needs of capitalism.
FOR A REVOLUTIONARY PARTY
To destroy capitalism and achieve socialism the most class 
conscious sections of the working class must be organised in a 
revolutionary party. The SWM aims to build such a party through 
spreading its ideas and through its activity in the working class 
movement.

able'to sense the danger.
As the 200th anniversary 

focuses new attention on the

M ,n of fogular branch 
meetings in BRAY, 
DERRY, DUBLIN, 
DUNDALK, 
DUNGARVON,

contact: SWM, PO 
Box 1648, James’s 
St, Dublin 8

What we stand for
The Socialist Workers Movement is a marxist organisation 
fighting for a workers’ republic In Ireland and for socialism 
internationally.

Now it goes without saying 
t.„.----------
chose to denounce the 
French Revolution because 
they feel strongly about 
things that happened back 
then. After all, it’s over and 
done with, and it’s surely idle commentators to the

F~

:•

__ — a cj  cn

: Join us!
If you would like to join the 

y SWM or want more details, 
0 complete and send to:
I SWM PO Box 1648, Dublin 8
■  Please send me more details of SWM 

 I want to join the SWM
? NAME....................................................

9 

I 

I 

I ....

9 - .

Wednesday at 8 pm in GALWA Y, 
the Bachelor Inn, KILKENNY,
O’Connell Bridge PORTLAOISE 6

THE celebration of the 
bi-centenary of the 
French Revolution last 
month caused some of 
our home-grown 
reactionaries no end of 
distress.

In the Irish Times, for 
example, columnist Kevin 
Myers became positively 
incoherent as he railed 
against “one of the most 
lamentable and 
unrewarding episodes in 
European history, from 
whicn has resulted a full 
caravanserai of evil goods 
almost too numerous to 
name, with very few 
beneficial ones”.

(When columnists like 
Kevin resort to words like 
"caravanserai” you know 
they’re having difficulty 
conveying the full extent of 
their emotional 
derangement.)

The main burden of Kevin’s 
complaint was that the forces 
of the revolution had 
ransacked churches and 
monasteries and ended the 
influence of the clergy 
throughout France.

v,= =^ls 
with the dissolution of the

_______ ______.O uoyuuate wun DOSSCS C.„. i-----------uvvvinpiraii us workers’ position within capitalism. To destroy capitalism, •••*own revolution. That is what n68tj a ran^ and fj|B movement in the unions separate from the
caused such a flutter in leaderships and fighting for workers’ interests regardless of the
bourgeois hearts last month. needs of ^anita|km
That’s why it’s so vita! to 
them to write the necessity 
for revolution out of history.

That’s why some of them 

centenary trundling up and 
down the columns of 
newspapers with a 
caravanserai of codology.

Terrace

■ Cork Branch
'< Meets every

Tuesday at 8 pm in the
Anchor Inn, George’s 
Quay

■ Derry Branch
Meets every

rL8 w° KJ ■ Kilkenny Branch W4 TERFORD

'r Meets every
Tuesday in the Club

What’s on: swwi meetings ana activities
■ Belfast Branch
'< Meets every 

Monday at 7.30 pm in 
the Ulster People’s 
College, 30 Adelaide 
Park, Belfat (between 
Lisburn Road and 
Malone Road, 
opposite Queens Elms 
Halls of Residence)
■ Bray Branch
'< Meets every second 

Tuesday at 8.00 pm in
; Hibernian Inn, Marine

r’’.

A'<?,

institutions and policies are 

—could have unintended 
consequences in real life."

It is not without interest that 
both Myers and Browne were 
quite the revolutionaries 
themselves in their younger 
days. In a sense they are 
atoning for past political 
“sins” in denouncing the 

thSmeVK^n » French Revolution now.
And it’s also possible that 

their youthful flirtations with 

make them more sensitive 
than other conservative

_ _____ , -------- ---------...7 «VUIVVI Ullgy towfsh for the recapitation of revolutionary possibilities of spent the week of the bi-
This, he kjng today. Maybe JWl® belter Senten.arV trundling up ar

Indeed Kevin meaningfully 
ended his column with an 
out-of-context quote from 
Napoleon. “A revolution, 
whatever people say, is one 
of the greatest disasters 
which divine wrath can visit 
upon a people.”

And Vincent earnestly 
urged socialists today to be 
extra careful about the way 
they throw around dangerous 
words. “This insight should

t ____g__ vmiiv»i>vw m jjuiQui.if vi uno yuai, VeiltG iTiGirv^M paiuuuiciiiy uy me vote, th© right to be free from lead the working class towards the defeat of Imperalism. 
’left’ here whose regular use arhitrarv fho

..

Tfflii ■-J
-----------J the Jacobins had joined in

We begin from the proposition that what determines the nature of 
any society is the system by which its wealth is produced. In the 
system we live under, capitalism, production is geared to profit, 
not to human need. Among its inevitable features are poverty, 
war, racism and sexism. Capitalism cannot be destroyed and 
these evils thus eradicated by piecemeal reform. It can only be 
destroyed by revolutionary action by the class which creates all 
the wealth, the working class.
The machinery of the capitalist state—parliament, courts, army, 

hadn’t really been necessary police etc—is designed to protect the interests of the ruling 
■r‘—capitalist class, not to regulate society in a neutral fashion. At 

most, parliament can be used sometimes, to make propaganda 
against capitalism, it cannot be used to smash capitalism. Only a 
workers’ revolution can do that and establish a truly democratic 
society in which workers hold power directly through delegates 
elected from workplaces and areas and are re-callable and 
replaceable at any time by those who elect them.

NEITHER WASHINGTON NOR MOSCOW

This kind of socialism does not exist anywhere today. Workers do 
not have control in Russia, China, Cuba etc. Instead, power is 
held by a state-capitalist class. A workers’ revolution Is needed in 
these countries too.
We are against NATO and the Warsaw Pact and all weapons of 
mass destruction. We are for the right of all nations, East and 
West, to self-determination.
FOR AN END TO PARTITION

The Northern State was created by British imperialism in its own 
interests. Sectarianism and bigotry were built into it and will 
continue to exist for as long as the state exists.
The marginal privileges given to Protestant workers are just that: 
marginal. It is in the immediate interest of Protestant as well as 
Catholic workers to fight against their exploitation. It is in the 
interest of all Northern workers to unite against the state and aim 
at socialism in Ireland.

,._rr_....... We support all forces struggling against imperialism and the
isn’t that society israrranged Northern state, regardless of differences we may have with them. 
:_.u:------- .. The interests of the Southern ruling class are no longer in

fundamental conflict with those of Imperialism. Southern 
capitalism is a junior player in the world capitalist system. The 

. . ,................ ...... Southern state too, props up partition, despite occasional
and tightly-organised party in nationalist rhetoric.

. The -national question" can be solved only by mass working 
class struggle against both states. Republicanism, by limiting the 
immediate struggle to the achievement of "national unity", and by 
appealing for all-class alliances In pursuit of this goal, can never, 
lead the workinn r.hcc tnwardc tho Hnfanf ^4

FORAN END TO ALL OPPRESSION

No, what Kevin and

the idea of revolution now.

of violent rhetoric—dor 
instance, most objectionable 

mi im fJirilVICO CH© 
that period”. The shrillness of consigned to be ’smashed’

apparently "conditioned
. . ’ I
acceptance of murderous 
• !n mnl

•T '7

. I'
J

Revolution, bourgeois 
commentators become 
desperately worried that the FOR REVOLUTION, NOT REFORM 
celebrations might confer a 
certain legitimacy on the 
notion of revolution. This is < , , . .. . . .............
the main reason some were system we live Under, capitalism, production is geared to profit, 
markedly ambivalent about 
Mitterrand's jamboree in 
Paris.

It became imperative for 
them to suggest that, 
actually, the Revolution 
t ............, •
at all. The absolute 
monarchy, the feudal sytem, 
the ruthless terrorism of the 
Church through the 
Inquisition... all this had been 
in the process of withering, 
gently away, sighing its last 
as it welcomed in a new 
world of bourgeois 
democracy.

If Robespierre, Marat and 
■7 ’ 

the, er, constitutional 
process, they’d have 
achieved all that they'd been 
aiming at.

It’s extremely important for 
bourgeois commentators to 
lay this line on the masses, 
because otherwise they’d 
have to confront the dreaded 
truth: that their society, the 
bourgeois democracy they 
advance as the ideal 
arrangement, itself came into 
being as a result of violent 
revolution.

It didn't just “happen". It 

in this way "naturally”. Onthe 
contrary, it was a mass 
movement of discontented 
people, led by a dear-minded 
<~ ...____ _
the Jacobins^ which, by 
smashing the old order, 
ushered in a new era which 

b^»^

arbitrary arrest, the right to 
equality before the law and 
so forth, and which denied We oppose all forms of oppression which divide and weaken the 
the idea of the "divine right of working class. We are for full social, economic and political 
kings” and the rest of the eoualitv for woman rmht fnrtmn 
outmoded feudal shibboleths.

The very idea of the nation 
state comes from the French 
Revolution.

Within the nation states in
the intervening years there 
has developed the working 
class, which now has the 
potential to accomplish its

caused such a flutter in
______ _  IMOl I I IVJI

£S,VnS2»y 
for revolution out of history.

ThoPo - --------- ---  ‘
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Towards October

were of the Tsar.

CHALLENGED

CLANDESTINE

working class which would

FILM OF THE MONTH

racism and how to fight it.
There has been no 

shortage of anti-racist films 
over the last few years.

ST<hsws"ofnifw,p.-irty for 

alTlocal, ’district, national

r ... r a core of revo
lutionaries during the worst per
iods of reaction.

After 1905 there was a terrible 
period of reaction. Working class 
organisation was decimated and 
the Russian Left was almost 
wiped out.

The history books tell us 

abolish slavery.
What they never say is, that 

unable to defeat the slaves in

Toussaint L’Ouverture. 

fSWKfS 
G.n.ral Humb.r, »l» IMer

an/the Irish revoluti

rest of the imperial powers.
— — - -- - — -- — — • - - - —- — 

inspire similar revolts in their

young black man by a white 
policeman that unites the 
different minorities and 
causes a full-scale riot.

The question that Spike 
Lee poses at the end of the 

a quote from both 
Martin Luther King and 
Malcolm X is this: Is the use 
of violence justified in fighting 
rf*1!Fl FX 0*rX IjC   •

The victorious wo^rewodd 

establish a democratic state.
But it would not stop there. 

Workers would seek to put into 
practice socialist measures.and 
would be forced to look to the

■ ’ ' class of the advanced 
c"o=s for assistance

Spreading the revolution to the 
advanced countries would 
become the political priority.

- • in the advanced

—___ _ ------Create for its
: was the

During this time the 
Bolsheviks recruited only the 
most uncompromising revo
lutionaries. They operated in a 
highly centralised, clandestine 

• • A—A «« « • .1 • . I

: core of the 
party that was to lead workers in 
1917.

The Mensheviks did not lead 
the masses but trailed behind

Russia. The country was peasants°foUow one of the urban When the two factions split in 
’ J”—’ classes—either the bourgeoisie or 1903, Trotsky went with the

'*■ , Mensheviks and did not join the
Bolsheviks until 1917.

He split with Lenin over the 
question of the party.

At the 1903 Congress of

America.
Lee has been accused of 

being racist and of trying to 
stir up racial tensions in New 

. . — «..M YP[k City over the summer,
tension rises with the . The reality of the situation
—7 „ is that Spike Lee’s open

Sal, the Italian owner of a Ca,ion of blacks (and 
pizzeria with a mostly black tnnlih"1 inori,ies) getting 
clientele, refuses to put and fi?h,ing bac*
pictures of black heroes on US ^fVbi?!lm "as given ,he 
the wall. n ] establishment a fright.

I say more power to him. 
Do the right thing and go 

and see the filml

—EVE MORRISON

nificent works. So why 
should Tony Cliff want 
to add a third?

In introducing Volume 
One, Cliff answers this ques- 
tion. Both previous 
biographies contain important 
weaknesses.

Deutscher offers a fatalistic 
view of the Russian Revolution, 
here, Stalin’s rise is inevitable 
and both Trotsky and Lenin were 
wrong to put their faith in an 
international revolution which 
would overcome Russia’s 
backwardness.

Cliff describes My Life as “a 
document in the faction fight 
with Stalin”. Stalin tried to 
portray Trotsky as an enemy of 
Lenin and exaggerated the dif
ferences that existed between the . , .
two. Trotsky responded by play- The Bolsheviks held that only 
ing down these differences. the workers and peasants would

Cliff defends Trotsky as an fight against A
uncompromising revolutionary, “dictatorship of the proletariat 
But he also explores the areas and peasantry would 
where Trotsky and Lenin dif- side over capitalist developmei

53 r___ i u-. clear and Trnf«lrv’fi nn.qifinn wi
became invoked’ insociafist “ abo'ut Trotsky's strengths
-  j i--j  despite the ideals of their own and weaknesses can we use his

revolution, were not prepared ideas as a guide to action.
between Trots^MdlKnin'were the peasantry could not play an fashion. Only by doing this could

& fc wiff tn
Ite audie„„ lor <

such ideas tn black America call it violence, or is self- 
1 i defence more accurate?
torKrinnlmo.0^5-at It1®racial r, Not surPnsingly, the film 
»h2Sh?n,ha ar,se between has caused uproar in 
the blacks, Koreans, Puerto America. 
Ricans and Italians sharing 
[he same neighborhood in 
New York City.

It’s summertime, and 
tension rises with the 
temperature.

pizlerirwithaaamo^tiyebiack toSlthe'00^?^ 
clientele, refuses to put t°9^ther and fighting ba 
pictures of black heroes on 
the wall.

The Korean family who 
own a greengrocers are 
continually hassled.

 But it’s the murder of a

Dave McDonagh review Tony Cliff’s new biography of Trotsky

At first Trotsky defended party 
cent 
organised atscrusi y*-v — 
all its sections, that is, control 
over all local, district, national 
and other organisations For 
this speech TroLsky was given the 
nickname of “Lenin s cudgel .

However Trotsky, unlike 
Lenin, was for a broad-based 
party. He saw Lenin’s concept of 
a ‘'vanguard” party as an 
attempt to “dictate to workers .

When the Mensheviks moved 
to the Right, Trotsky moved 
away from them. Tragically it 
was not until 1917 that he joined 
the Bolsheviks.

He saw no difference between 
the two factions over the nature 
of the revolution. Both saw the 
outcome as a bourgeois 
revolution.

Trotsky’s theory of per
manent revolution was proved 
...... l.i 1917. The workers 

did not stop at supporting the 
capitalist Provisional 
Government. In October they 
overthrew it.

Yet despite being wrong about 
how far the revolution would go, 
the Bolsheviks were able to lead 
it. They corrected their mistake 
only after violent arguments with 
Lenin, who was the first to 
recognise that Trotsky was right.

The Bolsheviks were superior 
to the Mensheviks in that they 
recognised the workers’ ability to 
take power. Tragically Trotsky 
did not recognise this until 1917.

The Bolsheviks were unclear 
about how far workers would go 
when they took over but were 
clear that workers would take 
over. They therefore organised to 
lead workers.

Trotsky, in acknowledging his 
mistake, made a brilliant sum
ming up of the importance of the 
Bolshevik Party:

“Without the Bolshevik Party 
the October Revolution could not 
have been carried through or 
consolidated. Thus the only truly 
revolutionary work was the work 
that helped this party take shape 
and grow stronger."

create enough wealth to make for instance land reform—it was consistent in the demand for Trosky Vol. 1 1879—1917, Towards 
« could win the support of the 

more numerous peasantry.

THERE have been two ixuvyv¥ „
major biographies of Russian Social Democracy dif- 
Leon Trotsky—Isaac ' J------
Deutscher’s trilogy and 
Trotsky’s own “At
tempt at an Autobio
graphy”, My Life.

THERE are two ways an 
overtly political film can go and Country and Mississippi 
once it’s released. Burning have all been critical

The most common fate of and box office successes 
such a film is a week-long  
stay in a few arty cinemas 
before disappearing 
completely.

the film will strike a chord in 
people, catch the mood of the 
times and cause political 
uproar.

Spike Lee’s new film Do 
The Right Thing has done the 
latter with a vengeance.

fight against Tsarism. A 
“dictatorship of the proletariat 
and peasantry” would then pre

frotsky’s position was 
unique. He agreed with Lenin 
that the bourgeois liberals 
would not fight. But he 
argued—as Marx had—that

independent revolutionary role, they maintain the 
Unlike workers who are ——
organised together in factories, 
the peasant’s outlook is local, 
particular and individual.

In all great political upheavals 
:asants follow one of the

Cry Freedom, For Queen

Burning have all been critical 

without disturbing the ™’ 
establishment one iota 

So why is Do The Right
Thing causing such a

such a film is a week-long

before disappearing

The other possibility is that commotion? “
Racist attacks have been 

dn the rise over the last few 
years in the US.

From the lynching at 
Howard Beach in 1986, to the 

tier with a vengeance. ^Uwh1te°D<^ce^o^hTr^ardi 
The film is an exploration of Tawana Brawley-Ill E 
-l .. (JS S0Cjety |s beCOmj

increasingly polarised.
Spike Lee is an open 

advocate of black radical

eventually fight for socialism. The
However tfie two factions of smash Jsar^ absmu

fered over what classes would 
lead the bourgeois revolution.

. . The Menshevik faction put its 
At- faith in the liberal bourgeoisie. .

Like the bourgeoisie in France in working 
1789 they hoped that they would 

. , - overthrow autocracy and create aThey are both mag- democratic republic.
“ ' ■ — - The Bolsheviks, led by Lenin, ----- . . , „rivancea

argued that the bourgeoisie Revolutions *n t0 Russia’s 
would not fight Tsarism to the countn^come to_Rusia^ 
finish. The simple reason was aid and help to<--the 
that Russian capitalists, despite backwardness. Im • 
being held back by Tsarism, were theory of^ermane.nt revolution

more aftaid of workeis than tiiey Bolshevism and Menshevism 
------- r .w. quesdon was reflected 

in the way they organised.
The Bolsheviks wanted work

ers to take power. They saw that 
most of the time only a minority

This became clear during the of workeis were open to revo- .
1905 revolution. When workers lutionary ideas The]stl 
struck for a constituent assembly to organise this minority ana 
their bosses stood back. In many keep together "
factories the workers were on full lutionanes dur 
pay during the strike. But when 
they struck for the eight-hour day 
and challenged the bosses’ 
interests, the bosses clamped 
down on the strike.

A goon innings
CLR James, the West Indian writer, socialist and 
sportsman died last month aged 88.
PAUL O’BRIEN assesses his life
CLR JAMES was born in revolution, rose up and seized 
Trinidad and moved to thelsland declaring all people

“tfssr,.«. usa 
where he was influenced by sending the largest expedi- 
fhe ideas of Trotsky and tionaryforce ever marshalled, 
became a leading member only to be defeated by the 
of the American Socialist slave army under their leader 
Workers Party.

Later m life he broke with . Jjl* resi*y’, 
the revolutionary socialist ea<ler the *rencn 

sftaasfess4
And in particular his book 

on cricket Beyond a Boundary 
and his masterpiece, The 
Black Jacobins.

just about cricket but how to put down the slave revolt, 
class, politics and racism are Flrif th: fh?

SIS “
Cricket is essentially an 

upper class game, only those I' 
with plenty of money can L---------------
afford the leisnre to play a in the world, 
game that lasts five days. And yet few have heard of

But in the West Indies and Toussaint L’Ouverture or the 
to some extent in the North of slave revolt.
England it is mainly a work- 'p‘—
ing class sport.

What CLR James shows so 
wonderfully, because he is 
such a good storyteller, is the 
significance of this class con
flict in cricket and in West 
Indian cricket in particular. 

But CLR James will be best San Domingo and so afraid of 
remembered for his book The the revolt spreading to their | 
Black Jacobins. other colonies, they abolished

At a time when a deluge of slavery rather than risk de
books are being produced feat, 
about the French revolution, The Black Jacobins is a 
most of them trying to show book about ordinary people 
how unnecessary it all was, inspired by great ideas, 
because even today, they are throwing up the organisation, 
afraid of the ideas of Liberty, and inspiration to overcome 
Equality and Fraternity, how the greatest of odds, 
wonderful it is to have a book CLR James tells the story 
like The Black Jacobins. with great imagination and

&XSVU’.

The two main disagreements

over the nature of the revolution 
and the nature of the revo
lutionary party.

At the turn of this centuiy no- 
one believed that a workers’ 
revolution was possible in

dominated by absolute monarchy
and the working class was tiny. the workers.

Russian socialists thought His conclusion was that the
-----------—-------- that a bourgeois revolution working class would take the 
te Irish revolution of would have to take place before lead in a fight against Tsarist

'22.’ . ■„ . . socialism was possible. This autocracy. By championing  vi
would establish capitalism, democratic demands-including Russian Social Democrats, Lenin r...
create enough wealth to make for instance land reform—it was consistent in the demand for 1879—1917, Towanls

They wrea^idd would socialism possible and create a could win the support of the a concentrated party that only ?,rto^fBbJ(TonyClittBookmark3£6.95 Beyond a Boundary is not roloiiiei si they decided 'vorkmg class which would more numerous peasantry. included the best fighters. fo BoJ-lfeDuilllT 8WM B001'’' 

ist about cricket but how to put down the slave revolt. 
First the Spanish and then the 

feated.
Toussaint L’Ouverture and 

his slave army had in turn | 
defeated the greatest powers 

it..

And yet few have heard of
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meetings.
We have an opportunity 

over the next few months to 
mobilise support in the sec
tions and branches.

It is crucial that all social
ists and trade unionists begin 
that task now.

ST JAMES'S hospital in Dublin is at crisis point because of cutbacks in health 
funding. It is being made to cater for a hugely Increased number of patients 
since the closure of other major Dublin hospitals, as part of the "Plan for 
National Recovery".

Nursing staff have decided enough is enough. They are grossly over
worked, underpaid, and conditions In the hospital are putting patients’ health 
and lives at risk.

To highlight this situation nurses came out on one-day strike on 
Wednesday, while making sure that emergency cover would still be provided.

Management have said they will guarantee locum nursing cover for the 
accident and emergency unit, which is most under pressure; to review staffing 

■problems in depth; and to make a number of temporary staff permanent. But 
the unions are pressing for immediate extra staffing to safe levels and im
provements in services for patients.

On their own, the nurses can’t win. Their one-day strike is an important step 
forward in the fight to defend the hospital services. There is a need for other 
workers to get involved through industrial action. As an immediate objective, 
socialists in the trade unions should be campaigning to withdraw from the 
National Plan.

CLASS 
STRUGGLES 
IN EASTERN 
EUROPE 
1945-83 
Chris Harman 
£7.95 plus 
£1.59 post and 
packing from 
SW Books PO Box 1648, 

's St, Dublin 8

plan.
The continuing scandal of 

low pay is matched by the 
union leaders’ failure to lead 
a fight for jobs and wages.

Not content with that, 
management have been 
threatening the workforce 
with cancellation of a £25 
million expansion plan— 
management’s side of a 1986 
agreement over 
productivity — and 
threatening in the long term 
to close the plant down if the 
workers don’t accept the 
new terms. Despite the 
threats, however, workers 
have rejected the 6.5 per 
cent increase on shift pre
miums and two extra days’ 
holidays on offer from the 
company and are deter
mined to win an 11.25 per 
cent increase and three 
extra days’ holidays. At a 
mass meeting following the 
most recent Labour Court 
recommendation, before 
workers took holidays, there 
was much anger at the 
company and union and in a 
secret ballot the company’s 
latest proposal was rejected 
by 262 to 132 votes.

This present dispute is an 
extension on the 1986 
agreement which laid down 
productivity targets which 
nave been met by the 
workers. However, despite 
the fact that productivity 
has risen by 25 per cent 
since 1987, the workers have 
received nothing in return 
except the prospect of 
working longer shifts.

The government’s failure to 
deliver on key aspects of the 
National Plan, particularly job 
creation, has angered many 
trade unionists.

Wage increases under the 
terms of the plan have cut 
workers’ living standards.

One in three people now 
lives below the poverty line 
and emigration is running at 
40,000 a year.

Yet business is booming at 
the Irish stock exchange.

Recent company reports
show a massive increase in 
profits.

But this healthier financial 
climate for the rich has not 
provided an increase in the 
numbers at work in 
manufacturing.

conference condemned the
“national recovery” plan but 
the leadership of the trade 
union movement is deter
mined to continue in cahoots 
with the government. -

Phil Flynn, LGPSU general plan were arbitrarily ruled out
J _. of order by the standing

secretary, a prommentjiinn orcjers committee without any

Fianna Fail grins when 
Plan was signed

Any real campaign to end 
low pay would mean:
 Breaking from the Pro

gramme for National 
Recovery

„  Unionising the sweatshops
Speaker after speaker at the ■ Strike action to demand flat

rate increases.
But the trade union 

leadership don’t want to 
discuss the possibility of 
action.

Motions condemning the 

of order by the standing 

constitutional reason.
“Controversial” motions 

on discrimination in

Fein member, defended the 
plan.

As a member of a 
supposedly left-wing organ- ““’“‘V-------- —isation his support of the plan Northern Ireland, the 
that has brought tax benefits National t*le
to the rich and lower living International Fund for Ire- 
standards to workers is a ,aa<* were ruled out of 
scandal. order.

The ICTU strategy on low , Ih«e motions should have 
pay and poverty set out at the been debated and voted on m 

conference is confined within
--- -•'‘Izxnol

DESPITE heavy pressure 
from the ITGWU, IDA, 
Labour Court and the 
company itself, workers at 
the Semperit tyre plant in 
Ballyfermot have rejected 
the most recent terms sur
rounding the introduction of 
new working conditions.

Already the company 
have blackmailed the 
workers into accepting the 
conditions themselves. The 
new four shifts a day, seven 
day week system marks a 
radical departure from the 
existing three shifts a day, 
five day week and will in
volve a major disruption of 
workers’ social and 
domestic lives.

fight boost
RESISTANCE to trade union collaboration with 
Fianna Fail over the Programme for National 
Recovery got ia boost last month.

A majority of delegates at the Annual Con
ference of the Irish Congress of Trade Unions 
in Bundoran voted for a Special Delegate 
Conference to consider withdrawing from the 
Programme for National Recovery.

comeieuvc » _______ a democratic manner,
the limits set by the national 1° a further blow to trade 

union democracy it was de
cided to have conference 
every two years instead of 
annually.

The only bright spot in an 
otherwise depressing week of 
talk and no action was the 

----- k decision to hold the Special 
Delegate Conference within 
six months to discuss 
withdrawal from the National 
Recovery Plan.

This gives socialists a 
chance to raise the issue in 
the workplaces, the branches 
and trades councils.

Motions calling on 
National Executives of the 
affiliated trade unions to vote 
for an end to the agreement 
with the government should 
be proposed at all union
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Haughey and O’Malley form a

Apart from the fact that 
this sum is a

„---o -j pass 
itself off as a party “of the 
peopu” ------ . .
SUCJ

INSIDE:
Why we say British troops out of the North: 

pages 6 and 7
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SLUMPED parties of the right

It did no such thing. In- dig the South out of capitalist 
i v .— — stead, as the economy ''r,ow
1 something of much greater slumped, government debt 

significance was demon- increased alarmingly, 
strafed however. More and more of the

Three and half years ago South’s capitalists began to 
the PDs split from FF in panic and back the 
order to create a modem, ’‘Thatcherite” policies of 
yuppy, monetarist, explicitly O ’Malley and Co.
right wing party. While the Fine Gael/

THE OLD enemies are 
reunited.

O’Malley had des
cribed Haughey as a 
man not fit to be In pol
itics. And Haughey had 
personally moved the 
expulsion of O’Malley 
from Fianna Fall.

I But last month’s an- 
| nouncement of a coalition 

Fianna Fail/Progressive 
Democrat government saw 
the two rivals exchanging 
compliments and warmly 
shaking hands.

Behind the personal rela
tionship of the two men 
£ -I----------- J,

significance

Three and half years ago 
- -  in 

modem,

service underfunded.
* vague aspiration is 

ace tax rates 
although pride of place is 

vuuvci is ana enectively given to promoting a single, dissolved all substantial
which will principally benefit 
the rich.

Semi-state industries must be *-—---- > - --

sucn opposition as ;
peared from Fianna Fairs
L ------„ ----------r------------ ------
with injured pride and petty million (to be found within secret;

agreement of principle.
The agreed “Programme g-------- .v. wuw uuopiuu r--—»>anvu m ine rro-

for Government, 1989- waiting lists and provide gramme for National Re- 
oi” i—---------------- • — • ■■ covery.

The election demonstrated 
that thousands of working 
class people reject the attacks 
on their living standards.

.vuwu.cuuvuuiiuipuijut 51pm i irom me tact that Because the trade unionthat this* would break the cutbacks in public spending spending to pay back the this sum is a quarter of the leaders have failed to give
mould of Southern politics and health cuts, Fianna bankers and rich who EC grant payable to Larry any kind of lead there has
by decisively turning away Fail—still trying to pass profit from the state debt. Goodman this year and just been little organised
from the “irresponsible” itself off as a party “of the Overcrowding will con- five times Fianna Fail’s elec- resistance. Strike Have the
populism of Haughey’s people”—complained that tinue in school classrooms; bon expenses, it represents lowest for 27 yi
Fianna Fail. such cuts “hurt the old the the public sector will remain just one and a half per cent of '

Haughey had gambled in poor, sick and elderly. understaffed and the health the £1,100 million health conditions of the mass of 
earlier years that continued ’ T Fianna Fail sei?ice underfunded. service budget this year and people in Ireland can only be
investment in the semi-state . 8° engriaramrail A vague aspiration is will not begin to make up for achieved if resistence is
sector would lift Ireland out 8‘.. ?. J mentioned to reduce tax rates the savage heath cuts of re- developed within the trade
of the recession of the early gmezeal ot although pride of place is cent years. union movement.
eighties. d°ssoTvedall subs tantial glYn PJ°"g a single, There can be no doubt that A start would be made by

parties of the right.
The public sector could not

. — ——j....... 1.,

crisis. The only solution was 
to make the mass of working 
class people pay for the crisis 
through closed hospital fac
ilities, unemployment, 
poverty and emigration.

The ease with which 
Fianna Fail has concluded 
this agreement with the

openly right wing PDs —which means higher fares extended under the new right 
demonstrates once again that and charges. Bus transport is wing coalition.
Fianna Fail is a thoroughly to be “liberalised” to pro- Yet despite the anti 
bourgeois party dedicated to vide “greater competition working class nature of the 
serving the interests of the and increased flexibility”— new government’s----
Irish boss class. in other words privatisation gramme the trade

Such opposition as ap- is on the agenda. leaders continue to
nenrr-H fmm Ftnnnn - The coalition has made orate, 
grass roots had more to do much of a promised £15

____________ _______ ___— —w AWS11V* 'T1U1111 

rivalries than with any dis- existing budgetary limits) for 
nareement r>f r>rin/.ir.i» an “urgent action f?: 

gramme™ to reduce hospital 
W€»i finer ----------

pro- 
union 

leaders continue to collab-

Peter Cassells, general 
:crctary of the ICTU, im

mediately wrote to Haughey 
pro- requesting a meeting on im- 
ipital piementation of the Pro-The agreed*“Programme 

~ ____nuio anu piUYlUC

93”—the official basis of the emergency cover in Dublin, 
coalition—gives a clue to 
FF-PD policy between the 
lines of bland officialese:

The emphasis continues 
It was part of the rhetoric Labour Coalition pioneered to be on reductionof public 
at this wnntH hrPnV thP ------ *- ’ ' __ > ------- „ .j..lllc .vmw.o nave imiea IO give

who EC grant payable to Larry any kind of lead there has 
HoKf this year ,uldjubt bc-yu linie organised

five times Fianna Fail’s elec- resistance. Strike days are the 
tion exnenspc it ---------- - ’■------ 1 r y- years.

The defence of the basic 
conditions of the mass

I can only be 
. — — .v <uua.v up tor uvmcvcu 11 resistence is 

the savage heath cuts of re- developed within the trade 
cent years. union movement.

There can be no doubt that A start would be made by 
me regime of cuts, unem- the trade union leaders rep- 
ployment, inadequate social udiating the National Plan 
welfare and emigration that and giving a fighting lead 

------Haughey has refined over the against Haughey’s bosses' 
‘viable and profitable” last couple of years is to be government.


